# Hashtag Feminist Movement
within K-pop Fandom

Yena Lee, Media Studies

The past two years have been a time of painful awakening for Korea as the country witnessed a deeply polemic gender war previously unprecedented in Korean society. Yena Lee will explore how the recent feminism revival in Korea has fostered a discourse on identity politics within K-pop fandom by examining the feminist narrative of the 21st century Korea, history and characteristics of K-pop fandom and past fan activisms, and Twitter as an effective counter public for alternative voices within fandom.
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#BlackGirlsMatterToo
Understanding and Disrupting the School to Prison Pipeline Among Black Girls

Shelby Mack, American Studies

Black girls are disproportionately impacted by school discipline policies and practices that render them vulnerable to abuse, exploitation and dehumanization. Shelby Mack’s research will employ in-depth interviewing, purposive sampling and non-participant observation of Black girls who are a part of the African American Girls and Young Women Achievement Program (AAGYWA), and Black girls who are not a part of the program at West Oakland Middle School.